Time series k-means (tsk-means) is a k-means type smooth subspace clustering model for subsequence clustering. Indeed, on the basis of weighted k-means algorithm, tsk-means constraints the weights of time stamps in order to produce a smooth subspace in the process of clustering. In other words, tsk-means produce subspaces of which each of time stamp amplitude is not too different from only its next time stamp amplitude, while each of time stamp amplitude depends on all its neighboring time stamps amplitudes, and degree of dependency to further time stamps amplitudes decreases. To address this problem, we revised tskmeans. In our proposed model, subspaces are extracted such that each of time stamp amplitude is not too different from its neighboring time stamp amplitude, and the importance of nearer neighboring time stamps are considered to be more than further neighboring time stamps. Experimental results on five real datasets, i.e. "SyntheticControl", "Trace", "FaceFour", "ECGFiveDays" and "CBF", confirm that the clustering purity of our proposed method is better than that of tsk-means except for the dataset "ECGFiveDays".
The aim of clustering data is to extract data clusters with high intra-cluster compactness and inter-cluster separation. Specifically, data which belong to the same cluster must be at a low distance to each other and those which belong to different clusters must be at a high distance to each other. Determination of an appropriate distance or similarity measure is crucial in time series data clustering. For example, Euclidean distance measures similarity in time, dynamic time warping (DTW) [19, 23] measures similarity in shape, and model-based clustering methods such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) or ARMA processes [22] measures similarity in change. Most time series data clustering approaches measure similarities with respect to the whole sequence, while in many applications, it is more rational for high dimensional time series clustering to measure similarities with respect to a part of a sequence or a time span instead of the whole sequence. In the latter case, it is important to identify the relevant time spans or subspaces. Some researchers use Euclidean distance or the Pearson's correlation coefficient for time series data clustering [10, 15] . These approached are neither shift-invariant nor scale-invariant. To address these problems, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [19, 23] was proposed. However, clustering time series data by using the DTW distance is too time-consuming. Different approaches were proposed to accelerate DTWbased time series data clustering [3] . Spatial Assembling Distance (SpADe) [7] is shift-invariant and scaleinvariant distance metric in both temporal and amplitude dimensions. Functional Subspace Clustering (FSC) [2] is a deformation-invariant time series data clustering. Before 2003, subsequence time series data clustering was known as a legal technique for time series data clustering [8, 9, 14] . Next, it was claimed that subsequence time series data clustering is meaningless because the centroids resulted in subsequence time series data clustering become sinusoidal pseudo-pattern for nearly all types of time series data [5, 13, 21] . Nevertheless, researching for new methods that produce meaningful subsequence clustering results was not stopped [4, 6] . Chen claimed that subsequence clustering can be meaningful if distances or similarities were truly measured in a delay space [5] . The delay space is constructed using the sliding windows technique which is generally suboptimal. UCR-DTW is a rapid DTWbased subsequence clustering [20]. Agarwal et al. found that the problem of generating meaningless subsequence clusters [16] could be resolved by using bounded spherical clustering [1] . A parameter-free subsequence time series data clustering for high-variability-width data was proposed by Madicar et al. [17] , and an online subsequence time series clustering was proposed by Zolhavarieh et al. [24] . The most of subsequence clustering algorithms are not able to extract smooth subspaces. Time series k-means (tskmeans) [12] is a k-means type smooth subspace clustering model for subsequence clustering. Indeed, on the basis of weighted k-means algorithm [11] , tsk-means constraints the weights of time stamps in order to produce a smooth subspace in the process of clustering. In other words, tsk-means produce subspaces of which each of time stamp amplitude is not too different from only its next time stamp amplitude, while each of time stamp amplitude depends on all its neighboring time stamps amplitudes, and degree of dependency to further time stamps amplitudes decreases. To address this problem, we revised tsk-means. In our proposed model, subspaces are extracted such that each of time stamp amplitude is not too different from its neighboring time stamp amplitude, and the importance of nearer neighboring time stamps are considered to be more than further neighboring time stamps. Experimental results on five real datasets confirm that the clustering purity of our proposed method is better than that of tsk-means except for the dataset "ECGFiveDays". In continue, tsk-means is described in section 2. Our proposed approach is presented in section 3 and compared in section 4 by some other approaches based on experiments carried out on real data sets. In section 5, conclusion is drawn. http://www.ispacs.com/journals/cacsa/2019/cacsa-00094/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services 2 Tsk-means Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , … , x n } be n subsequence time series, where x i = (x i1 , x i2 , … , x im ) T is i-th subsequence time series, or m amplitudes of m time stamps of i-th time series. Formulation of tsk-means is as follows:
where u ip is i-th row and p-th column of binary membership matrix U. u ip = 1 if i-th time series is assigned to p-th cluster; Z = {z 1 , z 2 , … , z k } is the set of k centers. w pj is p-th row and j-th column of weight matrix W. w pj determines the weight of j-th time stamp of p-th cluster. The second term of tsk-means objective function minimizes difference between the weight of j-th time stamp and (j+1)-th time stamp of p-th cluster which causes to produce smooth subspaces of which j-th time stamp amplitude is not too different from (j+1)-th time stamp amplitude for each j. α is a user-defined parameter which determines the importance of the second term of tsk-means objective function with respect to its first term. In other words, the parameter α controls the tradeoff between subspaces smoothness (second term) and intra-cluster compactness (first term). Tsk-means is solved using algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1.
An algorithm for solving tsk-means [12] . Initialize: Randomly choose initial cluster centers Z and weight matrix W. Repeat  Step1: Fixed Z,W, then solve tsk-means model, and obtain optimal membership values U using the following equation:
 Step2: Fixed U,W, then solve tsk-means model, and obtain optimal cluster centers Z using the following equation:
.
(2.4)
 Step3: Fixed U,Z, then solve tsk-means model, and obtain optimal weights W by solving the following QP using active-set algorithm: 
Our proposed model
As it was stated, tsk-means constraints the weights of time stamps in order to produce a smooth subspace in the process of clustering. Tsk-means produce subspaces of which each of time stamp amplitude is not too different from only its next time stamp amplitude, while each of time stamp amplitude depends on all its http://www.ispacs.com/journals/cacsa/2019/cacsa-00094/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services neighboring time stamps amplitudes, and degree of dependency to further time stamps amplitudes decreases. To address this problem, we revise tsk-means. In our proposed model, subspaces are extracted such that each of time stamp amplitude is not too different from its neighboring time stamp amplitude, and the importance of nearer neighboring time stamps are considered to be more than further neighboring time stamps. The proposed model is as follows:  Step2: Fixed U,W, then solve the model (3.6), and obtain optimal cluster centers Z using the following equation:
(3.11)
 Step3: Fixed U,Z, then solve the model (3.6) , and obtain optimal weights W by solving the following QP using active-set algorithm: Proof. If membership values (U) and weights (W) are fixed, the model (3.6) is transformed into the following unconstrained model:
We have at the optimal solution of the model (3.16) :
End of proof.
Experimental results
In this section, our proposed model is compared with tsk-means [12] , Euclidean distance based k-means (Euclid) [15] , Pearson coefficient based k -means (Pearson) [15] , Short Time Series distance based k -means (STS) [18] , Dynamic Time Wrap distance based k-means (DTW) [19] , SpADe [7] as well as Functional Subspace Clustering (FSC) [2] using five real dataset, i.e. "SyntheticControl", "Trace", "FaceFour", "ECGFiveDays" and "CBF". The k-means-based clustering results depend severely to initial cluster centers which are selected randomly. http://www.ispacs.com/journals/cacsa/2019/cacsa-00094/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services Therefore, each experiment was repeated 20 times, and the averages and standard deviations of Purity for the five real datasets and the best value of the parameter α were reported in Table 1 . The best value of the parameter α were selected from the set {0.1,0.2, … ,1}. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 demonstrates the Purity of tsk-means and our proposed method, respectively, for different values of the parameter α. According to these figures, the Purity depends on the parameter α, and according to Table 1 , our proposed method and tsk-means achieve the best performance in all cases except for the dataset "CBF". We can also observe that the performance of our proposed method is better than that of tsk-means except for the dataset "ECGFiveDays". By comparison of tsk-means algorithm, i.e. algorithm 1, and our proposed algorithm, i.e. algorithm 2, we can observe that only the third step of these two algorithms differs. In the third step of each of these two algorithms, a QP is solved using active-set algorithm. Since the number of variables and constraints of each of these two QPs is the same, their running time is also the same.
Conclusion
Tsk-means produce subspaces of which each of time stamp amplitude is not too different from only its next time stamp amplitude, while each of time stamp amplitude depends on all its neighboring time stamps amplitudes, and degree of dependency to further time stamps amplitudes decreases. To address this problem, we revised tsk-means. In our proposed model, subspaces are extracted such that each of time stamp amplitude is not too different from its neighboring time stamp amplitude, and the importance of nearer neighboring time stamps are considered to be more than further neighboring time stamps. Experimental results on five real datasets, i.e. "SyntheticControl", "Trace", "FaceFour", "ECGFiveDays" and "CBF", confirm that  our proposed method and tsk-means achieve the best performance in all cases except for the dataset "CBF",  the clustering purity of our proposed method is better than that of tsk-means except for the dataset "ECGFiveDays".
